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In 1957 following an enormous fundraising effort the three young ladies pictured above managed to raise 

between them, the substantial amount of £2,584- towards the new Mount Compass hall building fund.  

 

In this the 60th anniversary year of the Memorial Hall, it is appropriate that we take time to look at a 

method of fundraising that was to become an integral part of our town’s growth. 

 

It was through Queen competitions such as this one that a substantial amount of money was raised towards 

projects going back to at least the 1930s (refer to the newspaper article on page 2). Inside this edition you 

will find recollections from a few of the women who took part in these fundraising competitions. The 

Queen entrants were judged by the total amount of money that they and their hardworking committees 

could raise within the given time. During arguably less affluent times than we see now, the amounts raised 

were phenomenal and contributed greatly to the improvement of our community. Theses competitions are 

now just one more piece of our engaging history... 
 

Pictured above are: Marlene Connor (nee Thomas) Queen of Commerce, Lorene Whittam (nee Bowles) Queen of 

Industry & Dawn Goulden (Queen of Agriculture) at the Queen Ball held in Mr P B Angas Parsons’ woolshed.  
                                                  (Thank you to Marlene Connor for allowing the Archives to copy the above photograph.) 

CHRONICLE 



                                                                                         Editorial 

Thank you to everyone who forwarded their supportive messages following our first edition of the “Chronicle”. Your 

names have been added to our contact list and you will be advised as new editions go online. 

This edition will focus on two topics about which there has been only a limited amount of printed information to 

date, namely Queen competitions and Italian Prisoners of War in Mt Compass. A number of locals (and ex-locals) 

have generously shared their memories on these two topics via recorded interviews, which have now been lodged in 

our Archives. The Queen competitions reflect an era quite different to the one we are in now but it was of a time 

when many good people achieved a tremendous amount for this community. Can you image a community today 

building such a substantial hall as ours and being told that in just four months they would have to raise 25% of the 

overall cost? That is just what the three Queens and their hard working committees did back in 1957 – and this fol-

lowed a previous Queen fundraising competition held in 1950 that had raised over £1,000-.  

Regarding the Italian POWs - they were here for such a short time but their impact on people’s lives in Mt Compass 

can be measured by just how strong their memories of these men still are more than 70 years on. It was a pleasure to 

hear the tales from this older generation, who were children & young adults when these men entered their lives.  

Finally it is with sadness that the passing of Peter Leane is noted. Peter had over the years generously allowed a num-

ber of his historic photographs to be scanned into the Archives and had also deposited with us essays written about 

his early years in Mt Compass. Peter was also one of the past residents approached to provide information on the 

POW topic and as usual he willingly gave his time.  

                                                                           Steve Kettle                                                                                                                                                                                                
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                                        Mt. Compass Recreation Grounds 
 

MOUNT COMPASS October 3. The culmination of a scheme for the improvement of the recreation 

grounds took place on Saturday afternoon, when the Commissioner of Public Works (Mr. Mclntosh), offi-

cially opened the grounds. More than 300 persons were present, including Messrs Dunn and Connor MP's.  

Mr M Jacobs, chairman of the committee, said that about £300 had been spent in the purchase of land, 

scooping, and fencing. 

 

Three Queens had been appointed - Miss L Williamson (Queen of Recreation), Mrs Beaumont (Queen of 

Education), and Miss M Verco (Queen of Agriculture). Mr MacIntosh later opened a sale of gifts in the 

local hall. A rodeo was held on the ground. A steer-riding contest was won by Mr. A. Peters. Messrs T 

Waite and K Verco tied for second place. Mr Nitschke won the novelty log chop. A Gretna Green and 

draught horse race created much amusement. At 5 p.m. a reunion tea was held, when 60 pioneers attended. 

(Mr M Jacobs presided. Messrs. R Clark, H Waye, E Goode, E Jacobs and S Herring spoke on pioneering 

days.  

 

In the hall in the evening there was a crowded house. The programme was given by local residents. 

'Cinderella' by the children under Miss A Jacobs, quartet and chorus by Mesdames K Peters, C Skewes 

and Watters and Messrs Williamson and Watters. A guitar solo was played by Miss N Verco. A play 'A 

Rough Diamond' was staged by Miss A Jacobs, Mrs C Skewes and Messrs A Peters, I R MacKinlay, A 

Bollen and C Skewes.  

 

The Queen competition resulted: — Miss M Verco (Queen of Agriculture) £70/16/6, Miss L WilIiamson 

(Queen of Recreation) £58/12/10 and Mrs Beaumont (Queen of Education) £57/14/1. Mr. Dunn M.P. 

crowned Miss Verco and Mr Basil Proctor made a presentation to each Queen, and Mr. J. Sneyd expressed 

the thanks of the committee to the Queens and their committees. 

 

                        Transcribed from The Advertiser 5th October 1938 (trove.nla.gov.au)  

 

   News reports from the past ... 



 

In times now gone by, if money was required for any major project in Mt Compass, thoughts would turn towards 

holding a Queen competition. This was during an era when if you wanted to build or construct something in your 

town a government grant or perhaps even crowd funding to raise money were not yet options. You had to do it all 

yourself. This is where the concept of Queen competitions came into their own as a way to raise funds.  

 

1938 saw such a competition included in the events staged to help fund the first town oval - or Recreation Ground as 

it was more accurately called in a newspaper article at the time (refer page 2). 

 

Although no amount of effort was spared to present themselves in all their finery, make no mistake, these Queen 

entrants had fundraising as the main objective. The events were by all accounts a major community undertaking. 

Committees were formed and a serious amount of time was devoted to raising the largest amount of money possible. 

Each entrant represented a section of the community who would then support the ladies in raising funds. For the 

1938 competition Queen entrants represented three key areas of the town, Agriculture, Recreation and Education. 

This would bring the farming community, sports teams and the school into the fray which resulted in over £187- 

being raised. This was a substantial part of the overall cost of purchasing the extra land required, fencing it and also 

carrying out the associated earthworks, all of which came to around £300-.   

 

Serious efforts were being made to extend or build a new hall following the Second World War. The local RSL were 

using the original hall for their meetings and social events when it became clear to them that this was too small for 

the town’s needs - so they organised a Queen competition to help raise extra funds for the new hall. This competi-

tion (held in 1950) once again saw three entrants throwing themselves into fundraising. The areas represented this 

time were the RSL themselves, the Country Women’s Association (CWA) and of course the Sporting Clubs.       

 

From RSL minutes stored in the Archives, we know that Ida Langford 

(Peters at the time) was the RSL entrant supported by a committee of four 

RSL members. This committee consisted of Bob McKinlay, Ben Peters, 

Onslow Nicol and Keith Dix. 

 

Carlene Farmer (nee Anderson) was crowned the Queen after raising, as 

she recalls, about £500 of the overall total of more than £1,000-. Her 

committee included the CWA president at that time, Myrtle Wilson who 

helped organise many of her fundraisers. These included such events as a 

moonlight picnic at Moana, afternoon teas and numerous trading tables. 

To assist their entrant, each member of the CWA also committed to rais-

ing £1.00 each towards this fund (the average wage in those days being 

just £10- per week). 

 

The Queen’s crown used at the “Coronation Ball” was made by Myrtle 

Wilson’s daughter Mavis and consisted of a wire frame threaded with 

hydrangeas . This Ball was held in a very crowded hall (Supper Room) 

with Carlene’s future husband Tom recalling how he watched the                                                              

continued next page ...                   

                                             A Time for Queens 

Carlene Anderson (later Farmer) above, in    

1950 wearing her Miss CWA sash and the  

crown made by Mavis Watson. 

 

Left—Leonard & Mary Bowles’ truck in 

1957 laden with stumps to be sold as a fund-

raiser for their daughter Lorene. 

Events such as this helped Lorene raise the 

huge total of £1,125/6/– and to then to be 

crowned the winning Queen.   
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Cont from previous page 

crowning through a window from the Show Society’s lean-to that was behind the hall. The hall itself was too 

crowded for him to find room for a better view. Carlene was up on the stage with the other two entrants when she 

was crowned. 

 

The third entrant in this competition was Audrey Waye (later Griffiths) who represented the Sporting Clubs. She 

mentions Betty Watson the daughter of butcher Herb Watson as being heavily involved in helping her with the fund-

raising. The football club were her main sponsors during this competition. Audrey, who was 17 at the time remem-

bers the many trading tables that were held down the street to boost her fundraising. 

 

A major Queen competition was also held in 

1957 as the new hall finally started to become a 

reality. This one was organised by the Commu-

nity Centre’s fundraising arm, the Social Com-

mittee. Once again three entrants were selected, 

with Lorene Bowles representing Industry, 

Marlene Thomas representing Commerce and 

Dawn Goulden representing Agriculture.   

 

By all accounts, this took fundraising to another 

level with the three entrants raising £2,584- 

which was almost what it would have cost to 

buy a basic house in Mt Compass at that time. 

Amazingly, it accounted for about ¼ of the final 

cost of the new War Memorial Hall. (Reported 

as £10,602- at the 1960 AGM, which included 

costs for the hall surrounds) 

 

Marlene Connor (nee Thomas) remembers her fundraising events included game evenings held in local homes 

where card games, carpet bowls, darts & tiddly winks were among the various games played. They also held raffles 

(one for a pink car stands out), a soap box derby, picked blackberries and the laborious job of picking up stumps to 

be sold both locally & as far as Adelaide (refer photo page 3). Following the events (and because they lived at 

Nangkita) Marlene’s dad Lance, would apparently hide the cash tin inside their haystack for safe keeping until he 

could travel down to the bank.                                                                                            Continued page 5                                                                                                                                   

Lorene Bowles wearing her newly won crown in Parsons’ woolshed 

  Do you recognise anyone? This photograph was taken inside Angas Parsons’ woolshed during the 1957 Crowning Ball  
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Continued from previous page                              Queen Competitions 
A large section of the community appears to have been involved in helping fundraise through this Queen competi-

tion. Marlene comments that her dad emphasised that they must always attend the fundraising events put on by the 

other two entrants to show support. As the Commerce entrant, Marlene had the support of her then boss Ken Lewis 

of the 4 Square Store on her committee, as well as Kelly & Ronda Arthur. Keith & Laurel Dix were among the com-

mittee members for Lorene Bowles’ campaign. 

 

The Crowning Ball was held in Mr P B Angas Parsons’ woolshed (still there on Cleland Gully Road) on the 19 th 

May 1957. It is reported that 400 people attended this ball to dance the night away (see photograph on previous page). 

 

In the ensuing years the Show Society would carry on the Queen tradition by 

holding a Show Queen Ball a week prior to their own show where a girl would 

be selected to receive a sash and trophy. She would then be driven in a lap of 

honour on the actual Show Day.  

 

Although the idea of running a Queen competition nowadays is not something 

that people consider, at various times in our history they were key social and 

financial events that helped make the town what it is today. The amounts of 

money and the efforts required to raise these funds were quite extraordinary -

especially considering the times in which they took place.    

 

Right: two of the 1957 

fundraiser ads -from the 

Victor Harbor Times. 

 

*Information for this 

article was sourced from 

the Rainbow history 

book, newspaper arti-

cles, RSL Minute books 

& local interviews.         

      The three queen entrants on stage at the 1957 Crowning Ball. Seated on stage with them is the flower girl Jill McKinlay.  

Above: Page Boy Phil Peters carrying 

the crown with Jill Mckinlay-1957 
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Vittorio Atti (above) worked for Erk Anderson. He was cap-

tured in Libya in 1941 and repatriated back to Italy in De-

cember 1946. Read about him on page 8 

Atti (as he was known) can be seen here driving the Ander-

son’s truck with a load of empty milk cans. This photograph is 

used thanks to Carlene Farmer (nee Anderson).   

As the 2nd World War (1939-45) dragged on, available 

farm workers became increasingly difficult to find. Many 

locals were away serving in the armed forces or else work-

ing on war-related projects. At the same time there were a 

growing number of Italians being captured overseas by the 

Allies. To deal with the huge numbers involved, many 

were being shipped around the world and it is reported that 

our government envisaged up to 50,000 of these Prisoners 

of War (POWs) being brought here. By September 1943 

Italy had surrendered and their prisoners were no longer 

viewed in the same way as the German & Japanese prison-

ers. The chosen solution was to hire out these Italian 

POWs to farmers around the country who were seeking 

additional labour. 

 

With a shortage of available shipping however, only 

around 14,000 Italian men finally made it on to Australian 

farms out of approximately 18,420 men who were actually 

transported to this country. Many rules and regulations 

were set in place to oversee this process of hiring out a 

captive labour force.  Some of these make for interesting 

reading and are reproduced in the pages of this newsletter. 

 

A system of Internment camps was established around the 

country to house both the prisoners of war captured over-

seas and the “enemy aliens” who happened to have been 

resident in Australia at the time war broke out. Willunga 

had been selected as the supporting Control Centre (CC) 

to coordinate the placement of up to 200 POW labourers 

destined for work on Fleurieu farms. Local farmer and 

Yundi Settlement Manager, Lawrie Ekers was given the 

task of allocating suitable POWs to approved farmers in 

this district. Prior to this approval however, a secret secu-

rity report was first carried out on the farmer applying. 

Completed by a local police officer, this report had to re-

spond to six specific questions set by the government.    

 

(see below for a copy of these questions).    Cont page 7...  

                         Prisoners of War in Mount Compass 1943-1946 



Any farmer applying to employ POW labour had to first undergo a security check. The results were not divulged 

to the applicants and were usually carried out by a local police officer (based in Willunga for this district). 

Cont from page 6                                                         POWs in Mt Compass         

The government wanted to ensure that chosen employers would not be the type to mistreat their labourers. It also 

decided that only those farmers who were strong supporters of the war effort were allowed to benefit from the op-

portunity of employing a POW. Some in the district were denied the chance of taking part in this scheme following a 

negative security check. The reasons for these included having a strong German ancestry or of holding pacifist be-

liefs -although it seems that the farmers themselves were never made aware of the reason for the refusal of their par-

ticular application. (A copy of the supportive Security Report for Howard Peters is shown above) 

 

Many farmers did take up the opportunity of employing this POW labour force to help with the running of their 

farms. Approximately 30 farms from this district have been identified to date as having been participants in this 

scheme. Some of them employed two or three labourers, with 3 being the maximum allowed in the early years. The 

POWs employed here were Italians mainly captured in North Africa who had either been transported here directly or 

had arrived via prison camps set up in India. Most arrived in this district around 1944 and were here for a season or 

two although many were not repatriated back to Italy until 1946.  

  

A number of the POWs working here were from rural Italy and so came from a farming background. Recorded inter-

views in our Archives (dating from 1978 onwards) show that a number of employers in this area remember these 

workers as being on the whole, pleasant, cheerful men who worked well on the farms. Some however were not 

overly impressed with the skills or attitudes of their allocated workers. A selection of their views can be found in the 

following pages. From the more recent of these interviews, the residents who were children or teenagers at the time 

do still have quite strong memories of these ‘foreign’ men. 

 

Employers paid a standard £1- a week per worker directly to the government representative who then deducted a 

portion for clothing & medical costs before paying the POW worker one shilling & threepence per day. Food (3 

meals a day) & board were to be provided by the farmer. Some of the POWs had a room provided for them in the 

farmhouse, others had shared rooms or converted sheds.  
                                                                                                                                                    Continued on page 9                                    
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       Local Recollections of the Italian POWs   

*Linton Jacobs told of a particularly unusual decision by their 

family’s POW “Musca” - this tale was also told by his parents 

Hugh & Blanche Jacobs in their 1984 interview for the Rain-

bow history book. It seems that hares had become a bit of a pest 

eating their carrot crop. Rabbit traps were set and Musca came 

across a fox that had been caught. Unsure what to do he appar-

ently tied a piece of rope (or wire?) around its neck before releas-

ing it from the trap and then walking it up to the house for Lin-

ton’s father (Hugh) to deal with.  

*Two POWs Francesco Pisido & Miradio Potente while working 

on Eric McKinlay’s farm used a skill that had been taught to 

them in the POW camp. They turned a 1/- coin and a sixpence 

into two rings –one for Roma McKinlay & one for her sister 

Barbara. This exercise must have made quite an impression on 

John McKinlay as he can still to this day, describe in great de-

tail how the POWs carried out this intricate process. A photo-

graph of Barbara’s ring (which is still in existence) can be seen 

on page 11. 

*Vittorio Atti (pictured on page 6) would trap rabbits which his 

employer, Erk Anderson then sold on his behalf, according to 

his daughter Carlene Farmer. Atti, as he was known, used the money collected this way to buy clothes which he sent 

home as the war ended. His mother & six sisters had not heard from him for five years and this was confirmation he 

was still alive. Carlene recalls that the POWs would walk around in the evenings & played cards together on Sun-

days. “They were all good blokes –everyone liked them”.  

*Last year, Johnny Haywood retold a couple of stories regarding a POW that he worked alongside on Don 

McKinlay’s farm. Apparently this POW had limited English & spoke to the horses in Italian. This was fine as 

they seemed to understand him, but whenever John had to work the horses after him, he did have some issues 

getting them to follow English commands. 

He also mentioned the time one of the farm horses was at the end of its life & had to be put down. Don gave 

this particularly sad task to John before heading off for the day. A troublesome farm dog that constantly har-

assed the horses was to be put down at the same time. John summoned up the courage & decided to shoot the 

dog first. This he did but to his amazement the dog got up and ran off! John decided to hand the gun over to 

the POW asking him to carry out the job of shooting the horse. After seeing what happened with the dog, this 

POW quickly handed back the gun exclaiming that he had “not enough courage”. They left the job for Don to 

carry out. 

Kelvin Peters (left) & POW Armando De 

Blasi loading carrots onto a truck 

  Horses like these two owned by 

Erk  Anderson were still used on 

farms during the time POWs were  

employed here 

Roma Kirk (nee McKinlay) was around 13 years of 

age when POWs worked on her family’s farm. Even 

after all these years she can still count to 10 in Italian 

and speak two full sentences as taught to her by one of 

the POWs. 

She’s not sure how useful they are—one of them trans-

lates as 

 “I’ve eaten too many peas today, I’ve got a stomach 

ache”.  
The other is 

 “Will you come with me to the pictures?”  

(Refer to page 10 to find the true relevance of this sec-

ond sentence).  



Armando De Blasi (above) 

worked on Howard Peters’ 

farm. He sent this postcard 

to their family upon his repa-

triation back to Italy. (Copy 

of photo kindly supplied to the 
Archives by Richard Langford) 
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Continued from page 7 

 

Although these men were officially prisoners of war, by this time Italy was fighting on 

the side of the allies and it appears that most locals did not feel particularly threatened 

or intimidated by their presence. In fact many families welcomed them to their table for 

meals and allowed them to gather in groups to play cards and socialise in their homes or 

sheds on their day off (Sundays).  

                               

Apart from the POWs officially having to wear a conspicuous burgundy coloured army 

uniform when away from the property, they were viewed by most people as just another 

farm labourer. 

 

The farms were visited every three weeks by a mobile canteen from which the POWs 

could purchase items that were not supplied to them on the farms and also report on the 

way they were treated by the farmer(s). This canteen supplied the POWs with such 

items as cigarettes, biscuits, sweets and shaving equipment. Their clothing was also to 

be only supplied by the government but as happens with many rules, some of them were 

of course, bent a little. During this visit, the farmers were also given the opportunity to 

report on their particular POW(s). 

 

Jobs listed as having been carried out by these workers include vegetable production, 

dairy work, land clearing & tree felling. Some of them showed a great compassion for 

the farm animals they worked with while others struggled to deal with the horses that 

were used for farm work in those days. 

 

With the assistance provided by this extra labour source, sufficient vegetables & milk 

were produced to help keep the country (and army) sustained in the final years of the 

war. These Italian POWs may have only worked in this district for a relatively short 

time, but they made a lasting impression on many of the locals - especially on those too 

young to enter the war. 
 

Note: This article is an updated version of one first published in the “New Moon” newsletter and includes 

information obtained from The National Archives of Australia and the excellent “Trove” website plus  

www.italianpow.info. Since 1978 numerous interviews with local residents have been recorded for our 

Archives. Some of these people had first hand experience with Italian Prisoners of War and have been the 

inspiration for this article.  

The rules shown left are 

just a few of the many 

regulations governing 

the use of POW labour 

on Australian farms. 

The full set of rules can 

be viewed on the Na-

tional Archives of Aus-

tralia website.                      

(www.naa.gov.au) 

John McKinlay  recalled 

recently that Mr Wiese 

would take some of the 

Italian POWs to the 

Catholic Church at Victor 

Harbor while others 

would attend services at 

the Mt Compass Church 

of Christ. They would 

occupy the back seats but 

he’s unsure how much 

they really understood. 

 

Don Black had two POWs 

but they did  not get along 

well together so one was 

transferred over to our 

farm – Carlene Farmer 

(nee Anderson). 

 

Kevin Watkins recalled 

going rabbiting as a young 

boy with this same POW 

(Vittorio Atti) who he 

thought sometimes used a 

rifle to shoot the rabbits. 



                                           Local Memories of the POWs in Mt Compass  
 

Roma Kirk (nee McKinlay) had two POWs on their family farm at the same time, Francesco Pisido (aka Frank) & 

Miradio Potente (aka George). Their on-line records show that prior to the war Francesco had been a cinema opera-

tor and Miradio a chauffeur. Both had been captured in Libya in 1941 and arrived here in 1944. 

Roma has an interesting story concerning Miradio who was their sole POW after Francesco was moved on at some 

stage. This man left a lasting impression on Roma and was viewed as one of the family at that time. Her father Eric, 

a compassionate man by all accounts, taught them that it was not the fault of these POWs that they were on “the 

other side”. Roma recounts the time her father bought Miradio a pair of grey trousers and a shirt (forbidden at the 

time) so that they could take him to the cinema at Victor Harbor (also forbidden) as a special treat. Eric purchased 

the tickets and the family then shuffled in as a group surrounding Miradio so that he would not be noticed. 

  

In a 1978 interview, Betty Jacobs spoke of her “wonderful experience” of having the POWs on their farm. 

Betty’s brother Oscar was himself a POW of the Japanese at this time and she believed this helped her under-

stand their experience. Betty felt her brother (“an understanding man” she says) would want her to do things 

for the Italian POWs. 

One of them, “Jack” was about 45 years old who she recalls had been in Ethiopia. Jack had been away from 

home for about 6 years and was as Betty says, very devoted to his wife & two sons. She mentions that he be-

came quite involved with the Jacobs children while here. 

 

The POWs were with them when the family heard the awful news that Oscar was presumed dead. Betty 

spoke about how Jack walked around the house wailing in distress (which annoyed her brother). 

(Note: Oscar Jacobs had been taken prisoner by the Japanese in 1942 & died in 1944 after the ship he was being 

transported in was sunk). 

 

Joan Noble (nee Mitchell) was brought up on a farm near Cut Hill/ Mt Jagged. They also had a POW who had been 

a farmer in Italy. Vittorio Voria had been captured in Libya toward the end of 1940 and was finally repatriated in 

1946. Joan recalls that “Victor” was very fond of animals and when her father (Harold) had some cattle de-horned, 

Victor told her father –“you are a butcher” and he then stayed up all night checking on the animals with a lantern.  

Ron Nitschke spoke about their POW Luigi Gargiulo (aka Louis) who lived in a sleep-out at their home. He 

remembers that one night Louis thought he saw torch lights outside -causing him to find an axe which he 

placed beside his bed. 

Louis was a great help to the family according to Ron as his father (Bill) was in poor health. This POW was 

also apparently a very well educated man who would read out the news from local papers for POWs working 

on other properties who could not read in English.  

(Note: This POW helped plant the 

pines that were behind Mt Compass 

school for many years.) 

Kelvin Peters made a poignant com-

ment in a 2000 interview that they had 

one POW for a couple of years and 

that he worked well but he “didn’t 

want to fight”.  

Peter Leane worked with POW 

“Frank” for Ern Jacobs. That POW 

wanted to hear an Australian church 

song and requested Peter sing a hymn 

for him while they were in the pad-

dock –which Peter obligingly carried 

out! (Peter did not think very highly 

of his own singing voice either.) Arch Peters (centre) with his POW worker “Tony” (left) & possibly his brother 

Howard Peters’ POW Armando De Blasi (right) 
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                      Some of the less than positive experiences.... 

Verne Arthur has an interesting tale to tell about the POW on their fam-

ily farm. His father George, who was completely deaf - happened to be 

kneeling over in the paddock on day. He noticed the shadow of someone 

moving up behind him & turned to see their POW standing over him, 

shovel raised and preparing to whack George over the head. Quick as a 

flash, George jumped up and laid the POW out with one punch! Needless 

to say, the army truck came around & that was the last they saw of this 

man. They did not apply for another POW worker.....  

(Verne charitably commented that this POW was a “good worker” while 

he was there- the war had probably just gone on for too long!)                                                             

Ross & Edna Stone in a 1984 interview reported that Manpower Dept 

had recommended one to them, but he only lasted one week. He couldn’t 

work with their farm horse and they couldn’t feed the POW anything –

“everything was wrong”. When served pumpkin to eat, he thought it was 

only suitable for cattle feed! Edna remarked that “they would be better off 

on their own than have him there”. 

Arch Peters had 3 POWs at various times (1978 Interview). The first two 

were what he described as “bad eggs”. One had even deliberately tried to 

light a fire in the summer time. However, the last one they had was de-

scribed as a “decent chap”. Ronda Arthur (Arch’s daughter) recalls that 

the POWs didn’t have to work too hard & her mum would cook spaghetti 

for them every Saturday night as a family meal.   

 

Don McKinlay when interviewed in 1984 spoke of the two POWs on 

their farm. The first one was a sergeant from the north of Italy & they 

thought they were “just it, the top notches”. They only had him for a short 

time. 

The 2nd wanted to get home – “he was alright”. Don made the comment 

however - “He wasn’t worth the trouble. We’d have been better off with-

out him”. He thought they employed POW labour for possibly two sea-

sons.  

It may be hard to believe, 

but the ring shown here 

(left) was hand-made for 

Barbara McKinlay by an 

Italian Prisoner of War who 

worked on their farm.  

 

It was manufactured by 

carefully taping away at a 

coin with a small hammer 

after a hole was drilled 

through the coin’s centre. A 

King George V coin was 

apparently the most malle-

able. (John McKinlay’s rec-

ollections are on page 8) 

John McKinlay, while still a teenager, 

recalls the day he rode his bicycle past 

an army truck dropping off a group of 

Italian POWs by the roadside. They all 

wore red uniforms & were waiting for 

the farmers to come and collect them. 

 
“One of their jobs was to ringbark trees 

on Mt Moon using axes” John stated. 

A photograph believed to be of  

Dionino Santuccione (below) -the 

POW who worked on Ern Jacobs’ 

property— 

A copy of  this photograph was scanned into the 

Archives collection thanks to Linton Jacobs  



                       Farmers from this district with Italian Prisoners of War 1943-46 
 

   Obtained from National Archives of Australia records and interviews with Mt Compass residents 

                   

Erskine (Erk) Ernest Anderson (1) Giovanni Vannacci 

(46979) there for 2-3 weeks only -replaced with Vittorio Atti 

(45048) from Don Black.  

 

SG Arthur (1)  Igino Maggipinto (48218),  

 

Rex JF Baker (Tooperang) (1) Edoardo Maccioni (46247),  

 

Donald Adair Black (2) property on Woodcone Rd Vitto-

rio Atti (45048) –moved to E E Anderson, Giuseppe Bevini 

(45131), 

  

David Maxwell Black (2)  “Woodcone”   Leonardo Perrotta 

(56812), Donato Tambarrino (56985), 

 

William Robert Chesser (Tooperang) (1) Gabriele Mozetic 

(46240),  

 

Allan Barton Cocks (Yundi) (1) Luigi Farino (56621), 2 

approved 

 

Samuel Berne Curnow (2) Giorgio Cristofori (47951), 

Francesco Pilogallo (56829), 

 

W S Day (Nangkita) 2 approved  

 

John J Ellery (Tooperang) (2) Luigi Allara (47844), Rocco 

Simone (46829), 

 

 WW Ellis (Goolwa Rd) (2) Raffaele De Cristoford 

(45449), Ginseppe Tosto (46867), 

 

CR Hutchens (Cleland Gully, Tooperang) (3) Giovanni 

Lacoella (45923), Luigi Cotugeno (45293), Salvatore Co-

tugno (45293), 

 

HA Jacobs (1) Dionino Santuccione (46688),  

 

Mel Jacobs (1) – “Musca”? 

 

GA Lawrence (Yundi) (1) Angelo Capuzzimati (55182), 

 

E T Koch (Woodcone Rd Myponga) (2) Amedeo Valente 

(58984), Saturno Vetica (59006) 

 

Donald Harry McKinlay (1) –approved for POW Feb 1944 - 

 

Eric McKinlay (2) Francesco Pisido (46538), Miradio Potente 

(46478), 

 

Harold Bigg Mitchell (1) Vittorio Voria (46975),  

 

Herman Arthur Nitschke (3 approved) 

 

 

Herbert William Nitschke (1) Luigi Gargiulo (45830) also A 

Woods, 

 

Arch J Peters (1) - 3 POWs incl. Giuseppe Restivo (46627),   

 

Howard Bishop Peters (1) Armanda De Blasi (45426),  

 

CJ Skewes (2) Luigi Carletti (55288), Stefano Scalvini (58905) 

 

RJ Stone (Bull’s Creek) (1) Silvestro Piacentini (46520), 

 

Ernest Walter Swain property in MC, leather business in 

Adelaide (3)  Giuseppe Pasquetti (46513), Egidio Costa 

(47956), Luigi Perissinotto (46514),  

 

GR Usher (Bull’s Creek) 1 approved 

 

TE Walker (VH but MC phone no.16K on records) (1) Nello 

Avanzini (47843) 

 

Albert Waye (1) Antonio (aka Tony) Marzella (58630), + 1 

POW known as ‘Frank’ prior to Tony 

 

KG Weinert (MC) 1 approved 

 

EW Wiese (1) Andrea Pertovt (56815),  

 

Benjamin Alfred Williamson (Nangkita) (1) Giovanni 

Esposito (48488), 

 

AJ Woods (Tooperang) (2) Giovanni Lacoella (45923), Luigi 

Gargiulo (45830) also H Nitschke, 
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               If you have any further information that could be included in this list please contact the Archives. 

 

The views & opinions reflected in this Journal do not represent the views of the Mt Compass War Memorial  

Community Centre Inc. 

Every effort is made to ensure the accuracy of articles printed here. If you wish to advise of any corrections required 

or wish to add further information regarding any item, please contact me using the address below. 

 

Most importantly: if you have any information, documents or photographs that that could be of interest to 

the Archives please give me a call or send an email.                                                      
                                                       Steve Kettle (mtcompassarchives@gmail.com)   


